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Enjoy your wedding day as I seamlessly photograph in the background, making sure to capture all the cadence and emotions of your day.
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                      Professional, thoughtful, amazing!

                    

                    
                        Cherlyn went above and beyond our expectations as our wedding photographer. She was extremely thoughtful, detail-oriented and communicative. After we postponed our wedding due to covid, we are so thankful to have worked with Cherlyn and have her expertise to guide us through a difficult time. She is an experienced photographer and was able to capture the very essence of our day. I highly recommend working with Cherlyn if you are looking for a photographer in the Bay Area.
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                      Beautiful photos!

                    

                    
                        We booked Cherlyn for our wedding and engagement photos and she did such an incredible job! The day was supposed to be clear and beautiful for our engagement photos but once we got to the beach - the fog rolled in but the photos ended up being so beautiful and very SF. It couldn't have turned out better! For our wedding, we don't like doing many posed photos and really wanted her to just capture all the moments throughout our wedding and they all turned out amazing! She is so easy to work with and laid back. We're so glad we booked Cherlyn for our wedding!
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                      AMAZING Photographer

                    

                    
                        We met Cherlyn through a friend and we are so glad we got to work with her. Cherlyn is an amazing person and even better photographer. She was so easy to work with, was very responsive and worked with us when we had to change our wedding venue. We booked our engagement shoot, rehearsal dinner, wedding and photo booth with her. Her use of natural lighting is simply breath taking. Her photos came out absolutely perfect for all events. She was able to provide our photos in such a timely manner. When we sent out the pictures to our loved ones, they all commented how quickly we received the photos and how beautiful they all turned out! On the day of the wedding her team was great to work with.  both were so patient with our family and friends. We love Cherlyn and look forward to working with her for future milestone celebrations.
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                      The Most Beautiful Candids

                    

                    
                        We hired Cherlyn for our weddings after seeing some of her blog posts featured at various venues–we are so glad we did! She seamlessly blended into all of our wedding events, capturing the most beautiful candids and all the emotions of the day. We never felt like we were "posing" yet Cherlyn got all the right shots with ease and went with the flow all day. We're so grateful we got to work with Cherlyn, and have already recommended her to so many friends!
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  Let the adventures begin!
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  Let’s Connect
























  
  









  Contact Me























  
  









  Don’t like forms? No worries - send me a text or email here:
Cherlyn Wagner
(510) 338-4186 (text me!)
cw@cwagnerphotography(dot)com
*If you don’t hear from me within 24-48 hours, please check your spam folder!!
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  Cherlyn Wagner has been a full-time documentary elopement wedding photographer since 2013. She works both on digital & analog film, including Super 8. She photographs portraits, elopements & weddings in the San Francisco Bay area & Southern California where she visits often. She is a lover of rescue pitties and misses her beloved Lola dog so much. 

© 2024 C Wagner Photography & Design, LLC
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